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Speaking Notes – IIC Forum, 29 April 2010 

Roundtable on the Future of EU Competition Policy 

 

Nicolas PETIT (ULg) 

 

• Where do the demarcation lines for ex ante and ex post regulation lie in light of the 

EU telecoms reform package?  

 

As a generalist competition lawyer not specialized in electronic communications, I often 

believe in the virtues of taking distance from sector specific issues. So please allow me to take 

you several miles away from Brussels for a moment, and move to Luxemburg. Last week, 

Advocate General MAZAAK delivered his Opinion in the Deutsche Telekom (“DT”) case. 

The interplay between ex ante and ex post regulation lies at the heart of this case. In a 

nutshell, this case concerned the prices charged by DT to its competitors for access to the 

local loop. The Commission found in 2003 that the price charged by DT, which had been 

previously approved by the German national regulator, was akin to abusive margin squeeze 

under Article 102 TFEU. On appeal, DT alleged that no infringement could be “attributed” to 

its conduct under Article 102, since its pricing policy had been previously subject to sector 

specific legislation. The CFI dismissed this allegation, noting that the regulatory obligations 

left DT with a sufficient margin of discretion to breach or comply the competition rules. DT 

was thus entirely responsible for its conduct.  

 

DT appealed again the CFI’s judgment. Whilst the case is still to be decided by the ECJ, the 

Advocate General argues that the Court should dismiss the appeal. The Opinion 

acknowledges that the sector specific regulator may have “incited” DT to breach the 

competition rules. Yet, according to the AG, the dominant company still had a sufficient 

margin of discretion to avoid squeezing its rivals, and respect Article 102 TFEU. Because the 

dominant firm chose to maintain its prices, it could be held liable of an infringement. 

Interestingly, the AG added that it is “not inconceivable” that the regulator had also infringed 

Article 102 TFEU. 

 

Subject to the Court confirming the AG’s opinion, there is thus no such thing as a 

“demarcation line” between ex ante and ex post regulation under EU law. In principle, the EU 

competition rules can therefore play a significant role in electronic communications markets. 
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In a recent speech, Commissioner ALMUNIA confirmed this. He stated that regulation and 

competition work “hand in hand”. They play a “complementary” role, where regulation is the 

exception and competition law the rule.  

 

Now that the legal framework is clear, the question is where in electronic communication 

markets, DG COMP should prioritize its enforcement resources. 

 

Here, a distinction shall be drawn between two areas. First, in recent years, the Commission 

has seemed eager to use competition rules to indirectly correct the failures of regulators 

(Deutsche Telekom) and national courts (Telefonica). From a public policy standpoint, this 

approach exhibits significant drawbacks for stakeholders. As far as regulated entities are 

concerned, additional ex post competition enforcement raises transaction costs through 

expensive litigation, increases further delays and legal uncertainty, and overall may 

discourage investments. As far as regulators are concerned, this solution is also open to 

criticism, because it does not encourage NRAs to take due account of the EU competition 

rules. Finally, as far as the competition agencies are concerned, this approach duplicates 

scarce administrative resources. One may thus question whether a more integrated approach 

would not be more appropriate. Pursuant to such an approach, the Commission would not act 

when a sector specific remedy has been applied, or is available. The Commission should 

strive to find a solution with the regulator. This position is closer to the solutions of the US in 

the Trinko and Linkline cases.  

 

The second hypothesis involves settings where ex ante remedies are absent. This situation is 

increasingly common, with the reduction of the number of markets subject to ex ante 

regulation. On those markets, a strong competition enforcement policy is both legitimate and 

adequate. Similarly to most economic sectors, those markets are not subject to any ex ante 

competition supervision. An effective and credible degree of ex post competition scrutiny is 

warranted. In addition, on emerging markets and economic activities, such as content related 

markets, fibre, etc. (i) guidance from the competition authorities may be useful to promote 

legal certainty, and in turn foster confidence in investments; and (ii) a strong enforcement 

commitment by the competition authorities is necessary to thwart incumbent’s attempts to 

strategically pre-empt the market. 

 

• When does a bundle of service A and B become the market?  
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Under standard economic theory, a bundle of two services A and B becomes a relevant AB 

market as soon as there is a stand-alone demand for the AB bundle, regardless of the number 

of customers.  

 

In practice, this approach is not entirely appropriate on emerging markets, where classic 

services, such as fixed telephony, may be bundled with new services, for instance IPTV. 

Incumbents may try to pre-empt the emerging market by bundling the new service with the 

service on which they occupy a dominant position. However, because a bundle of services is a 

single service, competition authorities face problems enforcing Article 102 TFEU, as they 

cannot prove – as the law requires – the existence of two distinct services. 

 

In Europe, the decisional practice of competition authorities on this issue exhibits strong 

divergences. On the one hand, the French competition authority has been prone to find 

markets for bundled services. It considered for instance that there was an “emerging market 

for broadband multiplay communications services, integrating broadband Internet, television 

and telephone”. On the other hand, the British Office of Fair Trading (OFT) has considered 

that “although convergence of the three services is increasing, [...] it is not yet a relevant 

frame of reference”. In the same vein, the Commission seems reluctant to find markets for 

bundled services. In an explanatory memorandum accompanying its Recommendation on 

Relevant Product and Service Markets, it considered that there could only be a market for the 

bundle “if there is no more independent demand for individual parts of the bundle”. In a 

recent merger decision (Liberty Global Europe/ Unitymedia), the Commission decided to 

leave this issue open, and refused to uphold the results of its market investigation, which had 

concluded that there was a separate market for triple play. 

 

This question of market definition is thus still in flux and has triggered thorny debates 

between incumbent companies and competition authorities, with the latter arguably seeking to 

protect their ability to act on the basis of Article 102 TFEU. 

 

To overcome this controversy, it is perhaps useful to look beyond the province of market 

definition. Let’s assume, in line with the OFT and the Commission’s stance, that the various 

components of a bundle are separate markets, and that there are no markets for bundled 
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services. In such a setting, the finding of an infringement to Article 102 TFEU remains far 

from obvious.  

 

First, bundling practices on emerging markets lead generally to de minimis leveraging effects. 

This is because the size of the tied market (for instance, the market for IPTV services) is often 

small. Hence, the dominant company cannot leverage the full scale of its market position on 

the tied market. In other words, the intensity of the allegedly abusive leveraging effect is 

likely to be limited. 

 

Second, on emerging markets leveraging strategies generate positive “market development” 

effect. In other words, through bundling, the dominant firm fosters consumer interest for the 

service. This, in turn, creates a positive externality for new entrants whose access to finance 

might be limited because investors are reluctant to fund nascent projects with limited 

customer traction. Put differently, the dominant firm’s practice may increase investors’ 

confidence in the service, and indirectly promote the entry of new operators. Of course, the 

dominant firm’s conduct may lead to market preemption, and the new entrants may face a 

tough time reaching a sizeable customer base. Yet, the solution for those problems does not 

require necessarily a prohibition of the bundle. Competition authorities may rather seek to 

deter long term exclusivity contracts or promote interoperability between the components of 

the bundles (through, e.g., basic access/must carry remedies, see Microsoft II). 

 

Finally, in a “reverse bundling” scenario, a finding of unlawful abuse appears equally 

problematic. Under this scenario, the incumbent offers bundles of services to 

protect/strengthen a waning dominant position. For example, the incumbent operator 

conditions the provision of new, attractive services to the subscription of fixed telephony 

services. Here, some caution is again warranted. On new, emerging, services, the footprint of 

the dominant firm is likely to be limited simply because it enjoys a small geographical 

coverage or that the emerging demand for such services remains limited. As a result, the 

number of customers which can be tied/foreclosed in fixed telephony services will be at best 

limited. One shall thus not jump to a finding on abuse, on pain of forbidding practices with 

insignificant effects.  
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In sum, regardless of the particular market definition adopted in such cases, competition 

authorities will most likely face a tough time in the years to come, to find that the bundling of 

electronic communications services in emerging markets are akin to unlawful abuses under 

Article 102 TFEU. This is all the more true if the Commission applies the effects-based 

approach promoted in its guidance document on Article 102 TFEU, which insists on the proof 

of likely or actual foreclosure effects for a finding of unlawful abuse. 

 

* 

* * 


